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A new numerical design tool for concept evaluation of propeller aircraft X. Xie*, Ch. Haberland Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Technical University Berlin, Marchstr 14, 10587 Berlin, Germany



Abstract Besides the conceptual con"guration development of an aircraft, a modern design tool should cover the evaluation of competitor aircraft, allow the assessment of technological and operational scenarios, and thus should have the potential to &right "rst time design'. For that purpose, the design system VisualCAPDA was developed on the basis of the former CAPDA system by evolutionarily introducing modern software standards under the premise of maximum reusability of existing FORTRAN coded methods. The new system plays the role of a workbench, which has to provide the analysis methods and necessary data. Through a graphical user interface the application of the system comes along as comfortable for the user as possible. In order to cover also turboprop aircraft, new modules with respect to cabin layout, propeller aerodynamic and acoustic analysis, propeller slip stream, engine modeling, geometry modeling are integrated into the design tool. The #exibility of the new system is demonstrated by applying it to the con"gurational development of propeller aircraft, investigating actual problems such as &Twin or Quad', &Turboprop or Turbofan', and "nally, dealing with typical optimization problems. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Aircraft design; Propeller performance; Numerical design tool; Acoustic analysis



1. Introduction The early inclusion of technological and operational scenarios into aircraft design as well as the ability to cover the analysis of competitor aircraft asks for a #exible software system. Hence, numerical conceptual design of aircraft is more and more regarded as a chance for &right "rst time' design. That is due to the #exible variation of the relevant aircraft parameters in the early design
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phase and the assessment of their impact on aircraft performance and costs. This gives the chance to extensive comparative con"guration investigations before handing over a promising layout to the next design phase. Particularly, besides competitor aircraft analysis, the discussed numerical system should cover the simulation of operational aspects such as #ight routing taking into account emission characteristics as well as consideration of new technologies in propulsion, structure or aerodynamics. However, traditional research activities have laid the emphasis more on the development of sophisticated analysis methods for all disciplines involved in the design process rather than on the introduction of modern software technologies in an aircraft design system. A modern design tool has to cope with complex data management and varying input schemes. It should #exibly allow the integration and interaction of the analysis methods, should manage input data, should provide a complex but consistent computer internal representation of aircraft geometry, performance and aerodynamics, allow project management, control the calculation loops and "nally should generate an output on a high engineering level. The role the design tool has to play is that of a workbench, which for each analysis level supplies the analysis methods with their required information. There are numerous design systems, e.g. CAPDA, which enable complex data management and varying input schemes, but they are conventional in the sense that they lack modern interfacing mechanisms like graphical user interfaces or extensive user-input validation. Due to their batchoriented behavior they are not usage-#exible and their complex procedural architecture can only be extended with di$culty. On the other hand, the system should allow to reuse procedurally coded analysis methods, which, mostly in FORTRAN, have been developed over the years, with reasonable modi"cation. On the basis of these premises the CAPDA-System is chosen to evolutionary introduce modern software technology into a design system for conceptual aircraft design and analysis. The system called VisualCAPDA and developed by TU Berlin and PACE Aerospace and Information Technology Company will be applied to turboprop aircraft. The results show the ability of the system to quickly adapt to new problems such as consideration of propeller slip stream, integration of propeller charts, engine card decks and aerodynamic propeller analysis including acoustics.



2. The VisualCAPDA design system 2.1. Program architecture and interfaces VisualCAPDA is a tool for the analysis and conceptual design of commercial aircraft, which is characterized by its modular concept, modern graphical user interface, extensible methods library as well as an open system architecture and a powerful post-processing facility. It is based on the former CAPDA architecture [1], Fig. 1. Like its ancestor, VisualCAPDA allows to perform the classical design synthesis loop which determines masses and performances, sizes wing and tail areas, and "xes engine thrust. A calculation loop which is wrapped around the design process enables to adapt the aircraft to speci"c constraints. The system allows multivariate and restricted optimization of geometric and non-geometric parameters for various merit functions. The optimization of cruising speed and altitudes [2], the consideration of range #exibility in
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Fig. 1. CAPDA #ow chart.



the design process [3], and ecology-oriented #ight routing [4] have demonstrated the capability of the new tool. The new design system shows the following features: f



f



f



f



In contrast to CAPDA, in the new design tool design and analysis control as well as database handling are performed by a newly developed graphical user interface (GUI), basing on XWindows, instead of a FORTRAN code module. This allows to make use of the multi-window technique which allows the simultaneous initialization of aircraft geometry and design parameters as well as the performance of synthesis calculations or time-consuming optimization procedures, Fig. 2. The inherited open system architecture could be improved through a new library concept which is fully based on dynamically linked and loaded modules. Thus, a #exible extension of the method library becomes possible without need of access to the kernel program. The user can apply analysis methods from abroad or add his own know-how to the system without new compiling of the complete program system, Fig. 3. The system has a very large operative #exibility through a practice-oriented philosophy. For parameter optimization or trade-o! studies an interactive selection of the merit function, optimization variables and constraints as well as corresponding control parameters is performed, Fig. 4. An on-line information system which helps the designer to directly manipulate the design parameters and the selection of the analysis method from the methods library.
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Fig. 2. Typical desktop of a design session with VisualCAPDA.



2.2. Program modules For every major discipline, such as geometry, aerodynamics, masses, cabin layout and performance, standard program modules exist:



2.2.1. Cabin module The GUI enables to comfortably calculate the distribution of required payload according to comfort and authority requirements. The cabin database contains a wide spectrum of standard seats, galleys, lavatories, or exits for the main deck compartment and currently used containers for the cargo compartment. If the required passenger number exceeds the available cabin space, the number of seats is decreased.
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Fig. 3. Analysis methods interface.



2.2.2. Engine module In order to easily change the powerplant of the project under investigation within the graphical user interface or to simultaneously adapt the engine within the design synthesis to a changed (e.g. ecologically based) #ight routing, the need for a thermodynamic model becomes evident. This model should give reasonably precise data in the addressed early project phase in which real engine data are mostly not available. Thus, besides a &rubber engine' modeling, in VisualCAPDA a thermodynamic model is implemented which allows to compute card decks which could then easily be integrated through the GUI. 2.2.3. Geometry module The internal geometric representation must provide simple geometrical properties as well as detailed information on surface areas, volumes, center-of-gravity positions and cross-section area distribution of individual components. Therefore, a reasonable compromise between the degree of detailization and computational e!ort has to be striven for. This is done by description of the components' surfaces by parametric, sectionwise de"ned analytical functions while the de"nition of more complex shapes like fuselage tail and nose require more speci"c parameters. Fig. 5 clearly
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Fig. 4. Optimization interface.



shows the functional representation of aircraft geometry on the basis of main design parameters. The shaded-model visualization also demonstrates the #exibility of the module to react to more sophisticated con"gurations. 2.2.4. Aerodynamics module This module provides calling subroutines with aerodynamic coe$cients for each aircraft component. For the aerodynamic design it is very important to exchange drag determination methods, lift slope calculation procedures and routines for wing lift distribution calculation. Thus, the main feature of this module is its method-independent interface. That also enables the user to apply, for example, data "les which can be handled like given card-deck data. 2.2.5. Performance module The performance module handles the supply of speeds (#ight envelope), rates of climb, speci"c ranges, glide angles or maximum, respectively, optimum altitudes for design as well as o!-design conditions.
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Fig. 5. Exemplary geometric modeling.



3. Adaptation to propeller aircraft Since VisualCAPDA was originally developed for turbofan transport aircraft design, its application to turboprop powered commuter aircraft asks to integrate modi"ed modules for engine modeling, geometry representation, aerodynamics, and cabin layout into the system. 3.1. Turboprop engine modeling The main premise for the modi"cation of this module is the applicability within the conceptual design phase and thus, the simplicity of its handling. Basis of the method is a simple but very meaningful approximation [5,6] in which the turbine characteristics are simpli"ed in such a way that the reduced mass #ow ratio only depends on the turbine pressure ratio. Since in cruising #ight most of the turboprop engines apply the constant-rpm control principle, the e!ect of the turbine rpm-variation can be neglected without resulting in unacceptable inaccuracy of the card decks. In order to improve the modeling precision and extend the area of application of the model, a couple of modi"cations have been carried out by introducing new characteristics for the nozzle, combustion chamber, and high-pressure turbine. Furthermore, the accuracy of the model could be improved by taking into account the variation of masses in the particular engine planes.
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3.2. Propeller aerodynamics analysis A kind of Vortex-Lattice method (extended three-quarter point method [7,6]) was employed to calculate the aerodynamic propeller performance (thrust, e$ciency as well as lift distribution along the blade). The paths of trailing vortices are assumed as spirals determined by the local resulting stream velocities (forward speed and tangential speed of the propeller) which have to be corrected with the axial induced velocities. Since for the determination of this velocity the circulation along the blades becomes necessary, which depends on the path of the trailing vortex, an iterative procedure has to be applied to calculate the propeller performance. The results have to be corrected with respect to viscosity, #ow separation and compressibility through generalized pro"le polars. The veri"cation of the method [6] for a 4-blade propeller for commuter aircraft (30}40 seats) and a 8-blade propeller (Hamilton Standard) for large aircraft (e.g. FLA) shows a good agreement, Fig. 6 and Table 1. 3.3. Propeller acoustics analysis The propeller characteristics thus determined are also prerequisite for any noise calculation and thus the acoustic evaluation of competitive propeller aircraft. For the determination of the emitted propeller sound the analogy between sound and #ow propagation is used: a good compromise between accuracy and computational e!ort yields the source line method [8] as solution of the FW-H equation [9] which has to be corrected with an empirical approach in order to take also into account atmospheric e!ects on the sound propagation. The comparison of the calculated time history of the pressure signal (propeller I [8], Table 2) and the sound spectrum (propeller II [10]) with measurements in Fig. 7 shows good agreement.



Fig. 6. Thrust/power ratio and e$ciency. Table 1 Main propeller parameters



Propeller A Propeller B



Blade number



Activity factor



Integrated design lift coe$cient



4 8



160 140



0.5 0.5
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Table 2 Propeller parameters



Propeller I Propeller II



D (m)



v (m/s)



N (rpm)



Blade number



Thrust (lbs)



¸ (m)



U (3)



0.673 0.476



36.6 29



7.890 10.000



3 2



40



0.528 0.49



30 40



Fig. 7. Veri"cation of acoustics analysis: propeller pressure signal and sound spectrum.



3.4. Propeller slipstream The propeller slipstream yields signi"cant in#uence on wing aerodynamics due to the completely submerged wing and the changed local onset #ow angle at the wing caused by the propeller spin. Therefore, the lift distribution is very sensitive to the engine position. To consider these e!ects an extended lifting-line method on the basis of [11] was implemented. Fig. 8 clearly shows for an aircraft con"guration similar to a SAAB-340B the signi"cant slip stream e!ect on lift distribution and a polar diagram which also outlines the additional friction drag due to the increased dynamic pressure. 3.5. Cabin module adaptation Generally, commuter aircraft do have small passenger numbers, and thus, due to the required tail volume, small fuselage diameters. This makes under-#oor cargo compartments impossible, and therefore, in practice on-deck compartments are provided. To take this situation into account, the cabin module had to be extended. An example for the cabin layout with forward and rear cargo compartment and the resulting loading diagram is given in Fig. 9. 3.6. Geometry model The modi"cation of the geometry module with respect to its application for propeller aircraft is demonstrated in Fig. 10 by a shaded-model and hidden-line visualisation of a turboprop engine. This is an example of x-wise aligned cross-sections which are based on hyperelliptical functions.
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Fig. 8. Lift distribution and polar diagram.



Fig. 9. Typical cabin layout and loading diagram.



Fig. 10. Shaded- and hidden-line model.



3.7. Module validation The potential of the new VisualCAPDA-modules is veri"ed [6,12] by exemplarily re-designing some well-known commuter aircraft: after having automatically generated the cabin cross-sections as an input to the cabin-module on the basis of chosen seat types and cargo compartment layout,
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the synthesis process is performed for the initialized aircraft in order to calculate weights and performance. Fig. 11 shows the payload-range diagrams, the slopes of which are a measure of aerodynamic, structural and propulsion e$ciency, for the SAAB340B and ATR72. The comparison to company data con"rms the good accuracy of the design system, especially of the newly implemented modules.



4. Application The extended method set of VisualCAPDA is applied to exemplary calculation of some design problems which are typical of comparative concept evaluation. 4.1. Number of engines In the last decade, caused by discussions about the A340 and B777, the interesting question `Twin or Quada came up [2], Fig. 12. It revealed that a quad is superior to the twin at only extremely long ranges, because at shorter ranges the twin has smaller engine weight and drag and better performance, therefore smaller OWE, fuel consumption and DOC, but it shows a smaller wing bending moment relief through the engine mass, needs more thrust to be installed and, thus, more vertical tail volume to compensate an engine failure. Consequently, this leads to the superiority of the quad at very long distances. Actually, this question may be as much interesting for propeller aircraft, of course not for commuter but for very large aircraft (e.g. Future Large Aircraft, FLA). In a preliminary study [6], which did not consider the take-o! "eld length as constraint, the result was obtained that for a regional transport the twin is always more competitive up to a design range of 3000 km. In order to gain more insight into this scenario a more detailed investigation was carried out with VisualCAPDA. The power in the one-engine-inoperative (OEI) take-o! case, where the available power is only 50 and 75% for the twin and quad, respectively, is generally the most critical requirement for sizing turboprop engines, since for the same FAR take-o! "eld length the required take-o! power for the twin exceeds that of the quad more than 5% for short ranges, Fig. 13(a). This di!erence increases



Fig. 11. Comparison of payload-range diagram.
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Fig. 12. Shaded model of twin and quad.



Fig. 13. Take-o! power and powerplant mass dependent on design range.



rapidly with increasing range. On the other hand, the speci"c weight (weight/power ratio) of a single powerplant of the quad (propeller, engine and nacelle) is substantially higher than that of the twin, consequently the total weight of the quad powerplant is higher than that of the twin, Fig. 13(b). Only in the case of extremely long ranges the powerplant weights equalize. All the bene"ts of the quad with respect to wing weight saving due to root bending moment reduction and smaller vertical tailplane, Fig. 14, are compensated by the disadvantage of the high speci"c engine weight yielding a large OWE, Fig. 15(a). Furthermore, the quad shows a penalty in the lift-drag ratio, Fig. 16(a) due to higher drag of the engine-wing con"guration, and engine-wing interference resulting in a less favorable lift distribution, Fig. 16(b). Consequently, the maximum take-o! weight of a quad is always higher than that of a twin, Fig. 15(b), up to a design range of 6000 km, which is very hypothetical for turboprop transports. For practical ranges the twin is always more favorable with respect to OWE, MTOW and DOC, Fig. 15(a), (b), and Fig. 17(b). For the single engine, the noise, here represented in terms of the sound pressure level of the propeller, of course corresponds to the power required at the individual design ranges, Fig. 13(a). Fig. 18 shows that the quad-engine is always quieter than that of the twin. Because the total noise of the aircraft depends on the blade phase (out of phase or in phase), in this paper it was abstained from its calculation. It can be expected that Fig. 18 also re#ects the comparison of both aircraft.
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Fig. 14. Wing and vertical tail weight dependent on design range.



Fig. 15. MTOW and OWE dependent on design range.



Fig. 16. Lift-drag ratio and lift distribution.



4.2. Turbofan or turboprop powerplant One of the most critical decisions in the conceptual design of a regional transport aircraft is the choice of the type of powerplant. At the very beginning of the con"guration development, the designer needs to know whether a turboprop or a turbofan powerplant will better meet the design speci"cations or, as in the case of Fairchild}Dornier 328Jet, the question arises whether a jet variant of an existing propeller aircraft would be useful. After being enhanced with turboprop
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Fig. 17. Powerplant maintenance costs and seat-mile-DOC.



Fig. 18. Propeller sound pressure level.



relevant modules, the new design tool enables now the aircraft designer to carry out trade-o! studies, and to "x that cruise Mach number at which the turbofan variant begins to be superior to the turboprop in terms of a certain merit function, e.g. DOC. In order to answer these questions for a certain #ight mission two aircraft powered with turboprop, or turbofan respectively, were studied. Fig. 19 shows their shaded models. The #ight mission is identical for both aircraft, with the design Mach number varying from 0.4 to 0.6. The fuselage design and cabin layout is also kept identical. The main design speci"cation is listed in Table 3. Fig. 20 shows the speci"c fuel consumption at di!erent cruise Mach numbers, basing on the mean gross weight. It clearly demonstrates the higher e$ciency drop of the turboprop with increasing cruise Mach number. At a Mach number of 0.6 both aircraft types have equal speci"c fuel consumption. Also, in Fig. 21 a bene"t of the turboprop aircraft with respect to MTOW becomes obvious. At all Mach numbers considered the turboprop aircraft shows a smaller MTOW. From this "gure it can also be concluded that, in order to get a lowest MTOW, the optimal cruise Mach number for the turbofan aircraft is about 0.5, which corresponds to the maximum speci"c range. In contrast, the MTOW for the turboprop aircraft steadily increases with the cruise Mach
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Fig. 19. Shaded models of turboprop and turbofan. Table 3 Design requirements Take-o! "eld length



Climb performance



Cruise performance



Passenger number



Take-o! wing loading



1200 m



2.5 m/s at 100 HFT



200 kt/0.45



72



340 kg/m2



Fig. 20. SFC and thrust required at di!erent cruise Mach numbers.



number due to the rapid thrust loss of a turboprop with increasing #ight speed. Thus, instead of the take o! thrust, the cruise thrust requirement becomes decisive for sizing the turboprop engine. From Fig. 22 it becomes obvious that already at a Mach number larger than 0.55 the turboprop aircraft loses its superiority to a turbofan aircraft regarding DOC per seat-kilometer. Besides the SFC situation discussed in Fig. 20, this is mainly due to the higher maintenance costs of a turboprop aircraft, in particular of the gear box. 4.3. Design parameter optimization The output of the aircraft synthesis is a consolidated design which meets the design speci"cations (Table 4) and the airworthiness requirements but does not necessarily represent the optimum con"guration. Thus, an e$cient design system should be capable of optimizing the main design parameters of the aircraft, while taking into account all constraints, in particular the noise requirements. Having extended the particular module with respect to propeller-speci"c
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Fig. 21. MTOW dependent on cruise Mach number.



Fig. 22. Seat-km-DOC dependent on cruise Mach number. Table 4 Main design speci"cation Take-o! "eld length



Climb performance



Cruise Mach numbers



Passenger number



Take-o! wing loading



1200 m



2.5 m/s at 100 HFT



0.4}0.6



72



340 kg/m2



peculiarities, VisualCAPDA can be applied to optimize con"gurational parameters of turboprops with respect to some merit functions, e.g.: f f f f f f



Direct Operating Costs (DOC) per trip, seat-mile DOC, maximum take-o! weight, fuel consumption, manufacturers weight empty, engine pollution emission.
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The restrictions which enclose the feasible design space are: f f f f f f f f f f



minimum ground clearance of the fuselage, minimum ground and airframe clearance of the propeller blade tip, minimum ground clearance of the wing, stability and controllability during taxiing, wheel track limitation of the main landing gear, minimum and maximum load of the nose landing gear, tank capacity, payload/cargo capacity, minimum range for given payload, propeller noise emission.



As a basis con"guration for the optimization an aircraft with a #ight mission similar to that of the ATR-72 is used, as merit a function the seat-mile DOC are selected. As optimization variables which govern the transport productivity of the aircraft, propeller diameter and wing aspect ratio are chosen. As constraints are exemplarily applied: f f f f f



limitation of propeller noise emission, fuel tank capacity required for the minimum range, propeller tip ground clearance, propeller tip airframe clearance, wing tip ground clearance (bank angle).



The initial values, lower and upper limits of the optimization variables, and the optimization result are shown in Table 5. The DOC-Isolines are plotted in Fig. 23, which also outlines the feasible design domain due to the propeller noise constraint.



5. Concluding remarks In the development of the numerical design system VisualCAPDA the main emphasis was laid on the introduction of a graphical user interface which provides interfaces for data input, controls the calculation loops and ensures consistency of methods, data and calculations. Both given data



Table 5 Optimization variables Limit of optimization variables



Wing loading (kg/m2) Propeller diameter (m)



Initial value



Lower limit



Upper limit



Optimum value



340 4.0



305 3.9



405 4.3



325 4.2
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Fig. 23. Merit function: seat-mile-DOC.



and user speci"c methods can be supplied to the system via these standardized interfaces, which are accessible without detailed knowledge of the software architecture of the system. The design system has continually been developed to a new tool which allows to design and analyze also turboprop aircraft. This was achieved via integration of new modules for the prop-speci"c features such as cabin layout, propeller aerodynamics and acoustics, propeller slip stream e!ect, engine and geometry modeling. Although the user is free to choose C, C## or FORTRAN as coding language when implementing new calculation methods, it is felt that a more general approach basing on an object-oriented class library for aircraft components and characteristics would be helpful. On this subject e!orts are in progress [13,14] at PACE Aerospace Engineering and Information Technology GmbH, Berlin.
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